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Brillouin light scattering investigation of dynamic spin modes confined
in cylindrical Permalloy dots
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The quantized mode spectrum of standing spin waves and edge modes in cylindrical Permalloy dots with a
radiusR in the range between 100 and 500 nm, thicknessL550 nm, and separation 2R, is examined from
both experimental and theoretical points of view. Brillouin scattering measurements in the Damon-Eshbach
geometry give evidence of a marked discretization of the spectra with respect to that of the continuous
Permalloy film. The modes can be classified into two distinct families according to their frequency. The upper
one consists of the usual Damon-Eshbach, dipole-exchange modes. The modes belonging to the lower family,
instead, oscillate parallel to the applied field and are reminescent of the backward modes of the film. Brillouin
measurements performed with the applied field parallel to the transferred spin-wave wave vector, confirm this
interpretation. The frequencies of these waves have been calculated using a simple theoretical model including
the exchange field. Also, a laterally confined mode belonging to this family is observed and its frequency is
independent on the dot radius.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, thanks to the progress in lithograp
techniques, it has become possible to fabricate ordered a
of magnetic elements in the nanometer scale with enhan
physical properties which have no counterparts in bulk m
terial and largely depend on the element shape and s1

Among these, the magnetization reversal dynamics at na
second time scales is an important subject for many tech
logical applications of magnetic materials.2 In the magnetic
recording industry, the fast magnetization reversal in stor
media and read heads is primordial to guarantee a high
transfer rate. Read and write speeds are today of the ord
300–400 MHz and are not limited by the magnetization
versal times. As these times will evolve towards the G
regime, limitations due to magnetization reversal speeds
be expected because the finite lateral dimensions greatl
fluence the spin-wave spectrum, giving rise to discretizat
effects which are not observable in a continuous magn
film.3

The shape induced modifications of the magnetost
modes have been theoretically investigated since a long
ago. After the pioneering work of Walker4 on magnetostatic
modes in spheroidal samples magnetized along their a
Fletcher and Kittel5 gave the first derivation of the spectru
0163-1829/2003/68~18!/184409~7!/$20.00 68 1844
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of magnetostatic spin waves in an infinite circular cylinder
more general approach by Joseph and Schlo¨mann6 extended
the calculation of magnetostatic mode frequencies to
family of volume modes in axially magnetized cylinders.
theory of normal mode frequencies in a sample of arbitr
shape based on a variational procedure was develope
Sparks.7 On the other hand, an analysis of the absorption
microwave in a normally yttrium iron garnet~YIG! magne-
tized disk have been highlighted the characteristic of radia
propagating waves and the related quantization effects.8 Fur-
ther calculations of resonant frequencies on rectangular
films of YIG were performed by Storeyet al.9 using the
quantized slab method, and compared to microwave abs
tion measurements. An improved method for determining
magnetostatic spectrum of rectangular ferromagn
particles10 has included the elliptical character of the mo
precession and edge effects.

In the last few years extensive experimental work h
been carried out to study the effects of lateral confinemen
the dynamical properties of spin waves. In particular, the fi
Brillouin scattering observations of the discretization of t
Damon-Eshbach~DE! mode11 in magnetic micron-size Per
malloy ~PY! wires12 and circular dots with a 2-micron
diameter13 have been reported. In the case of wires, the
served discrete spectrum was interpreted in terms of re
©2003 The American Physical Society09-1
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nanting standing waves within the wire. A quantitative int
pretation of the circular dots spectrum, instead, was
possible because of the more complicated boundary co
tions. However, it was noted that the measured frequen
were above that of the uniform precession mode~Kittel
mode! of the corresponding ellipsoid, as expected for mod
resulting from the discretization of the usual DE surfa
mode. Only one mode was found at a frequency below
Kittel mode, and it was supposed to be of backward mag
tostatic nature. More recently, in a theoretical work by G
lienko and Slavin on the quantization of DE modes in ta
gentially magnetized circular dots16 the measured
frequencies of discretized DE modes were reproduced.

The aim of this paper is to investigate the dynamical pr
erties of tangentially magnetized PY submicron-size cy
drical dots of different radii. The discretized spin-wave sp
trum is investigated both theoretically and experimenta
For a deeper understanding of the character of the spin w
modes, measurements in two different scattering geomet
i.e., with the transferred wave vector parallel and perp
dicular to the applied fieldH, respectively, have been pe
formed.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the prepa
tion of the sample and the experimental setup are descri
Section III presents the experimental results, while the th
retical model used for the frequency calculation is presen
in Sec. IV. Section V is devoted to a discussion of the resu
Conclusions are drawn in Sec. VI.

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION
AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Squared arrays of cylindrical ferromagnetic P
(Ni81Fe19) dots were prepared using electron-beam lithog
phy and electron-gun deposition in a vacuum of
31028 Torr. Prior to deposition of the PY layer, the desir
patterns were defined on thermally oxidized Si substra
capped by a layer of resist. The resist was removed b
lift-off process, and PY dots remained on the surface of
substrate. Several arrays of cylindrical dots were prepa
with a fixed thicknessL550 nm and with radii ofR5100,
200, 300, 400, and 500 nm. For all the samples the dot s
ration is equal to the diameter 2R. Scanning electron micros
copy and atomic force microscopy images confirmed that
morphology of the patterns was of good quality, concern
both dimensional control and uniformity.17 Part of the mag-
netic film was left unpatterned to compare the consequen
of patterning as measured by Brillouin light scatteri
~BLS!. The BLS measurements were carried out at
GHOST laboratory, Perugia University,18 using a Sandercock
~313!-pass tandem Fabry-Perot interferometer19 to analyze
the frequency shift of light from a single-mode diod
pumped solid state laser operating atl5532 nm. The inelas-
tically scattered light was sent through a crossed analyze
order to suppress the background of elastically scattered
and surface phonons signal. As usual, a dc magnetic fi
variable between 1 and 3 kOe, was applied in the sam
plane and perpendicularly to the transferred wave ve
scattering plane, i.e., in the DE geometry. These fields en
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the dots saturation for all the different radii investigated,
inferred by the shape of the Kerr effect loops.20 The sample
was mounted on a goniometer to allow rotation around
field direction, i.e. to vary the incidence angle of light,u,
between 8o and 70o. In addition, we took also measuremen
with the field parallel to the transferred spin-wave wave v
tor, in the so-called volume magnetostatic~BWVMS! spin-
wave geometry, for a fixed angle of incidenceu510o. The
amplitude of the spin-wave-transferred in-plane wave vec
is related to the angle of incidenceu by the relationqi
5(4p/l)sinu. Therefore, the wave vector interval inves
gated is in the range (0.3–2.2)3105 cm21.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A complete set of experimental Brillouin spectra taken
the DE geometry, for a fixed value of the applied fieldH
52 kOe and of the incidence angle of lightu510o (qi
50.413105 cm21), is shown in Fig. 1. In the spectrum o
the continuous~unpatterned! PY film one can see peaks co
responding to the DE surface mode~16.7 GHz! and to the
first perpendicular standing spin wave, at about 18 GHz.
stead, a number of discrete peaks corresponding to quan

FIG. 1. Set of BLS spectra in the DE geometry of the PY c
lindrical dots of different radius (R5100–500 nm) compared to th
spectrum of the continuous film atH52 kOe andu510o. At R
5100 nmLM labels the peak corresponding to the laterally loc
ized mode;B1 , B2, andB3 indicate the peaks due to the backwa
modes corresponding ton51, 2, and 3 nodes, respectively;D1 ,
D2, andD3 are the peaks which correspond to the three obser
Damon-Eshbach like standing waves.
9-2
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FIG. 2. Spin-wave frequencies vs transferred in-plane wave vector (qi) of the R5100–500 nm dot arrays forH52 kOe together with
the Damon-Eshbach and the first bulk perpendicular standing wave of the continuous film. Full circles: measured frequencies; c
lines: calculated frequencies of the DE like waves; dash-dotted lines: calculated frequencies of the backward modes. The dotted lin
the calculated frequency of the Kittel uniform mode (m50, n51).
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modes is observable in BLS spectra taken from the patte
specimens. Interestingly, the number of resolved modes
creases for dots with the smaller radiusR. To identify the
nature of the observed modes, their frequency disper
with the angle of incidenceu, i.e., with the magnitude of the
transferred wave vectorqi , was investigated at a consta
applied field. The results are displayed in Fig. 2 for t
whole set of samples. It can be seen that all the modes
dispersionless, a typical behavior for confined modes.
more detail, one notes that the discretization is evident in
whole range of wave vector investigated only for specim
with smaller dots. In addition, in these specimens the num
of detected modes is larger. As discussed in the next
paragraphs, the high-frequency modes@as a reference the
frequency of the Kittel uniform precession modenKittel
510.47 GHz~Ref. 21! is represented by the dotted line
Fig. 2#, can be classified as typical standing waves resul
from a discretization of the surface DE mode. With incre
ing radius, frequencies of these modes shift toward tha
the DE one in the continuous film represented in Fig. 1
the highest intensity peak at 16.7 GHz. Qualitatively, t
frequency upshift can be attributed to a reduction of the
plane static demagnetizing field with increasing dot radi
Concerning the low-frequency modes~indicated below by
nKittel), it is important to notice that they are only observed
low values ofR ~i.e., for R5100, and 200 nm!. In addition,
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they are detectable in the wholeqi interval only for R
5100 nm. This is an important characteristic which sugge
that these modes can be interpreted as resulting from a
cretization of backward modes. This kind of excitation
extended films has a wave vector parallel to the applied fi
so it is not usually observed in BLS spectra taken in the
geometry. However, in the case of very small magnetic d
the lateral confinement breaks the translational symm
and the wave vector conservation law, so that these mo
can be detected. In particular, for each value ofR, one can
easily estimate which is the intervalDqi where such modes
are detected, according to the simple formulaDqi.2p/2R.
Remarkably, one obtains that forR5100 nm, Dqi53.2
3105 cm21, i.e., is larger than the experimentally accessi
interval, while for R5200 nmDqi51.63105 cm21, in
good agreement with the experiment~Fig. 2!. For larger val-
ues of R the low-frequency modes are not experimenta
detected due to the reduction of theDqi interval.

In order to achieve a direct proof of the above-mention
character of the low-frequency modes, we measured B
louin spectra in the BWVMS geometry, for both the contin
ous film and the patterned samples, as shown in Fig. 3.
spectra are recorded in the same experimental condit
(H52.0 kOe andu510o) of those shown in Fig. 1. The
band of the backward waves in the PY film presents its p
9-3
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G. GUBBIOTTI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 184409 ~2003!
with a maximum at about 14.37 GHz. Different discre
peaks are present in the patterned samples and, in partic
the low frequency modes are also present in this experim
tal configuration at the same frequency values of those
ported in Fig. 1. In order of increasing frequency, one fin
the lowest laterally localized modeLM, which will be dis-
cussed in Sec. IV, and three backward volume modes (B1 ,
B2, andB3) observable on the anti-Stokes side of the sp
tra. In particular the modeLM, more visible by about 6 GHz
on the Stokes side, is present in all these spectra. This
firms our hypothesis about the nature of these modes.
also notes that in the BWVMS geometry, in the case of
smaller dots, it is possible to observe three modes at la
frequency, coming from the splitting of the DE wave in th
continuous film.

To complete the analysis of the spin-wave mode nat
we have measured the dependence of the spin-wave
quency on the intensity of the external magnetic field
dots in the saturated state. A series of representative
spectra in the DE geometry for different applied fields atR
5100 nm is shown in Fig. 4. The peaks corresponding
both DE and backward modes are clearly visible on b
sides of the spectra, and are well resolved on the whole ra
of fields investigated. Figure 5 presents a summary of
measured frequencies as a function of the applied field
the different specimens.

IV. THEORETICAL MODEL

The treatment of spin waves in tangentially magnetiz
dots is a formidable problem which has not yet been sol

FIG. 3. Sequence of BLS spectra in the BWVMS geometry
the PY cylindrical dots of different radius (R5100–500 nm) com-
pared to the spectrum of the continuous film atH52 kOe andu
510o. For the continuous film the backward peak is at 14.4 GH
The meaning of the labels is the same as in Fig. 1.
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completely. In general terms, the dynamical magnetization
a given mode should be a superposition of standing wa
traveling at different angles with respect to a given in-pla
direction, in particular that of the applied magnetic fie
Second, the existence of laterally localized modes~i.e., edge
modes! cannot be excluded, as in the case of rectangular d
or stripes.14 However, a theory which encompasses all the
features at the same time does not exist. Therefore, in o
to provide at least a qualitative understanding of the B
spectra, we restrict ourselves to particular models suitable
describing families of modes of ana priori defined character
in particular standing waves in the direction of the appli
field ~that we already called backward-like modes! and
standing waves in the direction normal to it~Damon-
Eshbach-like modes!. Although this nomenclature is, strictl
speaking, only valid for a system which is not laterally co
fined, we continue to adopt it in the present context in or
to maintain a correspondence with the films. In the case
dots, modes which mix the above-mentioned characters
also certainly possible; however the BLS cross section
such standing waves, rapidly oscillating along several dir
tions, should be smaller than that of the low-frequency lyi
backward and Damon-Eshbach modes, presenting only a
nodal surfaces. In fact, to a good approximation, the B
scattering amplitude in small dots and in the long wavelen
limit is simply proportional to the integral of combinations o
the components of the dynamical magnetization.15

In order to quantitatively reproduce the experimental
sults relative to the surface dipole-exchange modes, their
quencies have been calculated in the framework of
Guslienko-Slavin model16 applied to an isolated cylinder. A
a matter of fact, the interdot magnetic coupling has be
assumed negligible since the interdot distance 2R is larger

f

.

FIG. 4. Sequence of BLS spectra in the DE geometry for
saturated state forR5100 nm and atu510o at different applied
fields.
9-4
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FIG. 5. As in Fig. 2, but as a function of the external fieldH. Dots are in the saturated state.
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than the dot thicknessL for the whole set of dots. In the
calculations, the static magnetizationM is assumed to be
parallel to the in-planey axis and uniform across the do
thickness (z direction!. The eigenfunctions of the exchang
operator, given by the in-plane and perpendicular com
nents of the dynamic magnetizationm, have the form of
Bessel functions of the first kindJm ~the integer indexm
50,61,62, . . . gives the order! times their corresponding
angular functions of the kindeimf (f is the in-plane angle!.
The radial boundary condition onm are imposed, supposin
that no pinning is present on the lateral surface of the d
The above-mentioned modes have frequencies larger
the resonant mode21 which represents the lowest excitatio
and whose frequency in a particle of cylindrical shape a
in-plane magnetization is given by:nKittel5g/2p@H(H
14pMs(123Ni)#1/2 whereNi is the effective in-plane de
magnetizing factor.

Let us now come to a qualitative description of the low
frequency modes of the spectra, as the analogous of
backward magnetostatic waves of films11,22,23 with an in-
plane wave vector component along the direction of the
ternal fieldH (y direction!. Even if these modes have alread
been detected in dots of different shape,13 up to now no
quantitative comparison between experiments and calc
tions has been reported in the literature. As in the case
magnetic films we suppose that these modes are chara
ized by both perpendicular and parallel wave vector com
nents,qz and qy , respectively. The introduction of the de
pendence of the dynamic magnetization on theqz wave
vector component is reasonable, especially for the low r
18440
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dots which may not be considered as thin dots. The in-pl
wave vectorqy is quantized under the hypothesis of no pi
ning following the same approach already used in the cas
DE modes. In this case we have used eigenfunctions in
form of stationary waves assuming a propagation along thy
direction. For the whole set of backward volume modes
perpendicular wave vectorqz may be found from the tran
scendental equation11: qztan(qzL/2)5qy .

The quantization ofqy leads to that ofqz , which is ob-
tained numerically solving the above transcendental eq
tion. We suppose that the whole set of backward modes
longs to the set of solutions related to the first branch of
functionqztan(qzL/2). An analytic formula which gives thei
frequencies is directly obtainable from the Landau-Lifsh
equation of motion:

2
1

g

dM

dt
5M3Heff, ~1!

whereg is the gyromagnetic ratio andHeff(r ,t) is the effec-
tive field. To solve Eq.~1! we decompose the effective fiel
into a static and a dynamic part, i.e.,Heff(r ,t)5H
1Hdem(r )1hexch1h(r ,t), where H, Hdem(r ), hexch, and
h(r ,t) are the applied, static demagnetizing, effective e
change, and dipolar dynamic fields, respectively. We a
apply the linear approximation to the total magnetization
the formM (r ,t)5M s1m(r ,t) with M s the saturation mag-
netization andm(r ,t)5m0eiq•reivt the dynamic magnetiza
tion; m0 , q, andr are the magnetization amplitude, the tot
wave vector, and the generic position vector, respectively
9-5
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G. GUBBIOTTI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 184409 ~2003!
We also assume thatHdem depends only on the
coordinate-dependent demagnetizing factorNy(r ), y being
the axis along whichH is applied. Under this hypothesis th
three Cartesian components of the internal field including
exchange term H i(r ,t)5H1Hdem(r )1hexch(r ,t)1h(r ,t)
may be expressed, omitting the dependence ont, as

Hx
i ~r !5hx

exch~r !1hx~r !,

Hy
i ~r !5H24pNy~r !Ms1hy

exch~r !, ~2!

Hz
i ~r !5hz

exch~r !1hz~r !,

wheremx andmz are the components of the dynamic ma
netization. In the magnetostatic approximation the amplitu
h0 of the dynamic field may be expressed in terms of
dynamic magnetization amplitudem0 ~Ref. 24! in the form
h0524pq•m0q/q2.

After averagingNy(r ) along thex and z directions, we
have solved Eq.~1! in terms of the dynamic magnetizatio
amplitudes components, obtaining

i
v

g
mx05~24pMsqxqz /q2!mx0

2@H1aMsq
224pNy~y!Ms1qz

2/q2#mz0 ,

i
v

g
mz05@H1aMsq

224pNy~y!Ms1qx
2/q2#mx0

1~4pMsqxqz /q2!mz0 , ~3!

whereq25qx
21qy

21qz
2 anda is the exchange stiffness con

stant. The vanishing of the coefficient determinant gives
frequency of the genericnth backward mode:

nn5
g

2p F ~Hi~y!1aMsq
2!S Hi~y!1aMsq

2

14pMs

qz
21qx

2

q2 D 2~4pMs!
2

qx
2qz

2

q4 G 1/2

, ~4!

where Hi(y)5H24pNy(y)Ms is the y-dependent interna
field andqx , qy , andqz are the quantized wave vector com
ponents defined above. In Eq.~4! the dependence on th
in-plane qx component is also included. However, due
their nature, the backward modes have aqy wave vector
component larger than the correspondentqx ; therefore, we
have neglected theqx dependence in the calculated freque
cies. In the followingNy(y) has been calculated generalizin
the Joseph-Schlo¨mann demagnetizing factor formalism val
for axially magnetized cylindrical dots25 to cylindrical dots
with in-plane magnetization.

At low wave vectors, due to the dipolar field, the fr
quency decreases with an increasing numbern ~in half dot!
of nodes related toqy . When the exchange field becom
important the behavior is inverted and the frequency
creases with increasing the number of nodes.

The magnetic parameters used in the calculations h
been extracted from a fit to the experimental frequencie
18440
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the DE, the first and second standing bulk modes of
continuous PY film. Therefore, we have used the followi
parameters: 4pMs59.5 kOe, g/2p52.996 GHz/kOe, and
a/4p52.42310213 cm2. The continuous film fitting proce-
dure has been carried out, taking into account the disper
relation both as a function of the transferred wave vectorqi
and the applied magnetic field.

V. DISCUSSION

Let us now discuss in some detail, in particular for t
specimens with smaller dots size, how the spin-wave
quencies calculated using the models described above c
pare with those measured by BLS. A direct comparison
the whole set of samples as a function ofqi at H52 kOe is
shown in Fig. 2. For all the radii a calculation of the D
modes coming from the zeros of Bessel functionsJ0 andJ1
has been carried out. The former type of solution (J0) is
axially symmetric, the latter (J1) antisymmetric with respec
to the plane normal to the dot surface and containingH, as
stated in Sec. IV. In the limit of small dots, we expe
that only the symmetric modes give contribution to the sc
tering intensity, however in general also theJ1 modes may
contribute.

In particular, in the dot with the smallest radius,R
5100 nm, the three DE modes (D1 , D2, andD3) observed
in Fig. 1 are in good agreement with some calculated fr
the zeros of the solutions related to the Bessel functions
the first kind,J0 andJ1, as shown in Fig. 2. The experimen
tally observed backward modes atH52 kOe present at 8.0
(B1), 9.3 (B2), and 10.5 (B3) GHz are well fitted using Eq.
~4!. In the calculations we have supposed that these mo
are affected by the internal field at the dot center,Hi(y
50), which for R5100 nm turned out to be 872 Oe. Th
theoretical frequencies obtained taking into account
boundary condition on theqy and qz wave vector compo-
nents aren158.46 GHz forn51 andn259.69 GHz forn
52 for the two lowest modes. One notes forR5100 nm that
the experimentalB3 mode is also well reproduced by th
calculated uniform Kittel mode frequency in a circular cy
inder (nKittel510.47 GHz). Nevertheless, since a well r
solved peak is also present at the same frequency in
BWVMS geometry, as shown in Fig. 3, we believe that th
mode presents a backward nature. Moreover, thenKittel fre-
quency is calculated in a first approximation neglecting
nonuniformity of the corresponding dynamic magnetizati
with a maximum in the center of the dot which would upsh
the frequency to a value approaching that of theD1 mea-
sured mode.

In order to assign the low-lying excitation measured
about 6 GHz we have applied the quantization condition
localized spin-wave states described in Ref. 14. Follow
this procedure we have obtained that this mode may exis
the spatial regions where theqy component is real and has a
exchange-dominated character corresponding to an inte
field in the rangeHi50 –750 Oe. The calculated regio
where it is strictly localized is 0.4,y/R,0.8, but we have
assumed that the localization of this mode also includes
region where the internal field is assumed to be equal to z
9-6
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near the dot boundary, i.e., for 0.8,y/R,1. The resonance
quantization condition gives a frequency of 7 GHz whi
overestimates the experimental frequency by about 1 G
The reason for this discrepancy may be due to the app
tion of this condition on a submicrometric scale where t
treatment is not completely valid. In fact, in any case
wavelength of the spin mode is of the same order of mag
tude of the dimensions of the sample. Due to a low num
of in-plane oscillations of the magnetization of this mode
contribution to the scattering cross section becomes rele
in both scattering geometries.

For R5200 nm the behavior of the DE modes is simil
to that atR5100 nm. Instead, the more limitedqi range of
existence of the backward modes is evident. In particular,
LM mode forR5200 nm is observable in aqi range which
is approximately half that forR5100 nm, because of th
reduction of theDqi indeterminacy. One notes a remarkab
difference when the dot radius increases aboveR5200 nm.
No backward mode is observable in theqi range investi-
gated. Again, DE modes are well reproduced by the zero
the Bessel functionsJ0 andJ1.

Finally, concerning the frequency dependence on the
tensity of the external field~Fig. 5!, one can notice that the
backward mode frequencies increase almost linearly withH,
presenting a behavior which is very similar to that of the D
modes. The agreement between the calculated and ex
r,
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mental frequencies is fairly good, especially for theR
5100 nm sample.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The dynamical magnetic properties of cylindrical PY do
have been studied as a function of their diameter, in
submicron range. Both quantized dipole-exchange DE
backward modes have been observed in Brillouin spec
The measured frequencies of the former modes have b
theoretically reproduced by taking into account both ze
and first order Bessel solutions.

The low-frequency modes are the analogous of the ba
ward magnetostatic volume waves present in extended fi
The dynamical properties of these modes are affected b
non uniform demagnetizing field and feel the boundary c
ditions on the wave vector components. These modes
well observable as resolved peaks in the spectra measur
the BWVMS geometry, but are also observable in the D
geometry for small dot radius. Using a resonance quant
tion condition we have found that the lowest mode of th
family is a laterally localized excitation.
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